
 

 Automatically Shrinking Sleeving Machine LS series
 

 
 
Features: 
 
1. The stainless steel constructed machine body ensures superior rigidity and stability. 
Additionally, it features a light weight design for better mobility and a more pleasing appearance 
2. Equipped with CE level compact gear reducer, ensuring quality standard and performance  
3. This machine is manufactured and operated to completely comply with CE standard for utmost 
quality and safety  
4. Employing drive and control systems from Mitsubishi for best compatibility and convenient 
maintenance 
5. Advanced human-machine interface from a world-famous brand, combining indicating light built-
in buttons, featuring user-friendly operation  
6. Designed with the new concept of simultaneous labeling system, the machine is excellent to be 
applied and furthermore integrated with plastic bottle production lines. The label positioning 
procedure is completed simultaneous with the conveying speed. With its advanced control and 
software, it is easy to make adjustment and additionally, equipped with high performance DC 
motor for added value 
7. All the optical fiber sensors adopted on the machine are from high quality, world-famous 
producers to ensure the best accuracy  
8. The machine’s multi-function features make it possible to utilize the machine with diverse 
devices or equipment to fulfill various production need  
9. The high quality machine is available at competitive price and it promises 100% customer 
satisfaction. 
 
 
 



 
Specifications: 
 

Model GLS12250(E) GLS-12300(E) GLS-12350(E) 

Machine dimension L1150*W1300*H2050mm L1150*W1300*H2050mm L1150*W1300*H2050mm 

Machine weight 550 kgs 550 kgs 580 kgs 

Electronic Power AC, 3 phase, 220V(380/415/440V) 

Speed 270BPM 320BPM 380BPM 

Bottle diameter 35-125mm 35-125mm 35-125mm 

Bottle height Max. 320mm Max. 320mm Max. 320mm 

Bottle material Glass, Metal, Platic Glass, Metal, Platic Glass, Metal, Platic 

Bottle Shape Round, Oval, Square, Rectangular 

Film material PVC, PET, OPS, PLA PVC, PET, OPS, PLA PVC, PET, OPS, PLA 

Film thickness 0.035--0.08mm 0.035--0.08mm 0.035--0.08mm 

Film Height Max. 250mm Max. 250mm Max. 250mm 

Inner diameter of 
sleeve roll 

5"-10" 5"-10" 5"-10" 

 


